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About This Game
Experience the adrenaline-fuelled danger and heart-pounding excitement in the war on organised drug syndicates. When
standard procedures fail, the hardliners are brought in.
Become El Matador, a DEA special agent tasked with taking down the drug barons. A new narcotics cartel is rising across
Central and South America, sharpening its claws and extending its reach. Locate the encampments, infiltrate the headquarters,
and put an end to the cartel's influence. In a tale of corruption, revenge and morality, the mission brief is simple: Eliminate the
threat - Ultimate justice, El Matador style.

Key features:
Hard-hitting, movie-style storyline
Huge arsenal of realistic weapons
Diverse South American settings, from lush jungle to mansions and harbours
Real physics, interactive environments and destructible objects
Gang members, clan bosses, kingpins, and many more villainous enemies
Atmospheric engine animations bring the scenery to life
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Wide range of graphical effects, including cascading shadow maps, high dynamic range rendering and many more
Slow Motion Action feature
FrenzyCAM mode
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Title: El Matador
Genre: Action
Developer:
Plastic Reality Technologies
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2006
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP/7/8
Processor: 1.5 GHz Pentium 3 / AMD Athlon Processor
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB DirectX9 compatible graphics card with pixel & vertex shader support (nVidia GeForce 4, ATI Radeon
8500)
Storage: 3 GB available space
Sound Card: Sound Blaster compatible sound card

English,Russian,Italian,German,French,Czech
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This is a okay game. The art style fits what it's advertizing and it's just a soccer game. The nice thing about it is the really low
minimum requirements. The gameplay is simple, however it's STRONGLY reccomended to use a gamepad since most (if not
all) of the menu is all xbox 360 buttons. One gameplay mechanic is the use of two round in one match. Each round is essentially
a new game with about 3 minutes to score on each others. There are some bugs, when I shot the ball and it went in the net... it
counted as a "penalty shot" not a goal. Other then that it's simple but not really worth the full retail price it's asking, get it on
sale.. Really loved the game.
The narrator's voice fits very well. The gameplay altough it's fun and addictive, I had some trouble getting use to the lock 45
degree attack angle. Needless to say, it is a fun game. Can't wait to play it with someone else to experience the multiplayer..
Well it's a cute hommage to Resident Evil games, but kills it with the horrible combat system. Aiming, dodging, actually
everything is dextroyed by horrible movement and bad camera angels.. so, I found out *after* purchasing this that it's connected
somehow to other games in a series. which is quite a big detail to miss in the naming of the game itself. because of this mistake I
have no idea how I should be reviewing this as a whole, as all I can really do is review this title specificly. what exactly have I
missed?
the game begins as the player descends some sort of tower into a hellish landscape. though it's quickly hinted at that you're
inside the mind of a physopath or a killer. there's a sea of exploding lava a couple of miles below you and rocks flying and
spinning above you which is overcasting a blood red sky. all in all it's quite a cool setting, which is also suprisngly stable,
especially given that this is a indie title.
you seen happen upon a town, which is filled with dark secrets. I know this because as I enter some buildings my ability to
control the character is reduced as I'm forced to listen to something. which is really quite annoying, though is something quite
usual in horror games for some reason. any chance of an "Immersive" story is immediatly taken away at this point. the town
splits off into a few different sections, which quietly attribute to the thought of being in someone's mind in their own little way.
quite a difficult thing to pull off.
the game really begins once you've reached the school and you meet the monster, or at least the first one that will appear in this
title. the introduction to the monster is done horribly, it's something that will only appear in darkness to attack you, but first
appears half basked in the light which lead me to quite a bit of confusion until I figured out how this monster opperates exactly.
immediatly it would have been better to have this monster appear in the players vision in darkness, only for it to disapear when
some light randomly turns on. from here on out it's "be afraid of the spooky scary dark" as the player goes through several
different light puzzles in order to safely navagiate a room.
INCOMING SPOILERS:
the final nail in the coffin comes from the fact that the school itself is, well, a school for schoolchildren. whereas the final
sequence involves a lot of dismembered adult body parts strewn around everywhere and the player running through many racks
of cages with adults slamming on the bars as a spooky darkness approaches. did the school change to a high school or college at
some point? is this really how they advertise their early access product with such an inaccuracy? this is proof of concept stuff
right here, not anything which actually indicates any amount of development, usually I would overlook something like this given
that it is early access, but... the assets used look as if they were placed there to stay there, with no intention of changing it later
there are many things about this game that show promise. the animations are great, art is great, modeling is great, sound is not
the greatest but is definetly at a level I would call highly passable, but it looks as if the designer is quite heavily asleep at the
wheel and has little concept of what horror is or how to actually implement it.
maybe I'm wrong and this game will turn out great, but initial impressions aren't great.. Really taught me the best way to hold
my controller. Good game, have to think incredibly fast with a very charming atmosphere alongside a good and fitting
soundtrack.. Game works well. It would just need a modern interface, the rest is nice. Asked a refund just because it came with
PC 2 which cannot be played due to the interface becoming foggy and unreadable.. a relly good game
zombie survival games are so overused it good to see a sandbox style game where you play from the perspective of the undead i
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have no criticism for the game only something i hope will one day be in the game such as citizens you kill you can watch them
resurrect as a undead zombie and attack other citizens and as the city starts to fall into chaos seeing some sort of malltry
response such as soldiers in biohazard suits or something like that congrats to the developers grate work worth the money. Such
a mad, crazy game that I loved to play, having played in a good while and even thinking of going through again in attempt to try
and fully get all the achievements.
also Brad is best
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My early review of the game sums it up like this:
PROS: Interesting story, amazing music, various options, nice map designs
CONS: Tutorial map has a bug in which you cannot heal your character despite message saying you can, cannot full screen the
game, no Mac version.
I highly recommend buying this game if you are interested in what SRPG Studio can do. This games serves as an excellent
benchmark!. I love this game, pls add more enemy character bcus its getting boring when the story is very long but the enemy
still same.
. While it's relatively simple and light, I don't see that as a bad thing. It's been quite satisfying just flicking away at the match 3
board. Sometimes I'm not looking for a game that is fast-paced or intense or requires a heavy degree of thought; sometimes I
just want to be able to relax. This game is great for that, and for a couple bucks it's well worth the price.. A nice little game
overall, as expected from an interactive story.. It's a good game, it dries you a good time and it's something old like the 90s we
like, I recommend it 100% and more for its great price / Es buen juego, te dristrea un buen rato y es algo old como a los de los
90's nos gusta, los recomiendo 100% y mas por su gran precio. It's a nice game!
Cool graphics and interesting play model. There are goals to meet in each level such as collecting food and resources,
repairing roads and bridges and constructing buildings that will allow you to achieve your goals and earn 3 gold stars.
The game itself is good.. Now my hands can rest.. lawn mowing simulator that's pretty much what do you do cut the
grass. Awesome Nes-Styled Retro Game, go check it out!
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